Skill: Naming numbers with expressions

Materials: Everything Math Deck

Players: 2–4

Object of the Game: To collect the most cards.

Reminder: Write each step separately!

**Addition and Subtraction**

1. Shuffle the deck. Lay out 5 cards whole-number side up. Place the rest of the deck whole-number side down. Turn over the top card. This number is the target number.

2. Take turns trying to name the target number by adding or subtracting the numbers on 2 or more of the 5 faceup cards. A card may be used only once.

3. If you name the target number, take the cards you used. Also take the target-number card. Replace those cards with cards from the deck.

4. If you cannot name the target number, your turn is over. Turn over the top card of the deck to show a new target number.

5. Play until the deck runs out. The player with the most cards wins.

All Operations:

- Players may use addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.